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agents of fortune wikipedia - agents of fortune is the fourth studio album by american hard rock band blue yster cult
originally released by columbia records on may 21 1976 the platinum selling album peaked at no 29 on the u s billboard
chart, agents of fortune blue yster cult songs reviews - agents of fortune was co produced by longtime cult record boss
sandy pearlman murray krugman and newcomer david lucas and in addition the band s lyric writing was being done
internally with help from poet cum rocker patti smith who also sings on the revenge of vera gemini, urban dictionary agent
of fortune - an agent of fortune is a traveler not anchored by standard materialism although he may desire material things
his position actually influences and inspires other people to make decisions beneficial to their future of physical and spiritual
needs legend has it the agent of fortune is picked by a supreme spiritual entity or entities and through his indoctrination as
such he has seen or, blue yster cult agents of fortune releases discogs - referencing agents of fortune lp album rp gat
cbs 81385 81385 pc 34164 fantastic album definitely one of my absolute favorites from the 70s i have the cbs 81385 copy
the side labels seems to have been mixed on this one side 1 has the label for side 2 and vice versa, blue oyster cult
agents of fortune album review - agents of fortune blue oyster cult s fourth studio album is where the band got their big
break mainly due to the massively successful single don t fear the reaper blue oyster cult have been consistently been
releasing albums throughout the 70 s 80 s and even into the 90 s this album falls right in the middle of their 1970 s run being
released in may of 1976, agents of fortune by blue oyster cult classic rock review - buy agents of fortune the most
commercially successful album of the group s career the platinum selling agents of fortune is a diverse and interesting albeit
a bit incohesive album by blue oyster cult musically this fourth album from the new york based quintet branched out from the
dark and mysterious strain of heavy metal toward more pop oriented synth drenched arena style rock
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